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Writing is usually perceived by the beginners as an uncrackable piece that has to be 

lifted. Sometimes inexperienced writers or individuals are being forced to produce a writing 

piece, and they get stuck staring at the blank page having no idea where to start from. The 

good news is that writing does not require some special preparation and abilities. Discipline, 

patience, readiness to practice, and willingness to learn should be enough to start writing. 

The biggest and the most useful advice that can be given is simple – the one willing to 

start writing just needs to sit and start writing. The hardest aspect of all is to compose the first 

sentence. It is essential to focus on the thought that would hook the reader from the first 

phrase. After the premiere sentence is ready, the content will flow more easy as if it has been 

sitting in one’s head for years. Practice is one of the key ingredients of success in producing 

written content as writing is not in the list of skills that can be acquired overnight. The craft 

of writing requires time for perfection, polishing the written content, and careful selection of 

each word that would contribute to the creation of the content of high quality and add true 

value to it in order to grab the reader’s attention and make him spend time reading your piece 

over millions of other articles, essays, or even books. 

The second important tip is producing an outline before starting an actual paper. The 

bigger the piece that has to be written at the end, the more detailed the outline has to be. An 

outline should be treated as a plan with intermediate goals that should be covered and 

discussed in the writing. Making up the plan will help you to frame the big picture of the 

future product, systematize its details in the head, and focus on working through its details. 

The third advice on how to improve the writing skills would be to read the pieces of 

the authors who managed to master this craft and whose pieces reached high popularity 

among the most demanding readers. Read articles from the famous bloggers, best sellers, and 

articles printed in the most recognized magazines. In addition, you have to read with a pencil 

in your head of highlighter being set up on the screen and highlight the phrases, sayings and 
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words that add the spice to the plain text and make it so special and desirable for reading by 

the audience. It would be beneficial to write down the pearls collected from various sources 

and use them in your own writing or trying to think about creating something similar. 

Copying the masters will help beginners boost inspiration to make up their creative ideas, 

writing style, and secret attention getters, so there is no need to worry that you will just be 

copying someone's else, or even worse, stand on the edge of plagiarizing. 

The final tip is to show your first writing to the people you trust in order to get their 

evaluation and feedback. Reading the opinion of others about your work can organize some 

room for improvement. The roles of the first critics might be performed by your teacher, 

parents, best friends, second half, etc. 

Finally, it has to be concluded that the above-mentioned tips are meant to motivate the 

beginners to start practicing their skills and improve their writing experience over time and 

spend time writing with fun instead of suffering by looking at a blank page. Every person can 

hone writing skills if needed as it needs time and some efforts. 
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